
   

       

  Christmas Earth Gift Basket
 
£95.31

IN STOCK

Quick Overview
Healthy & natural ingredients are the mainstay of this wholesome
Basket filled with farmhouse style produce including just baked
seasonal treats.

  Details
 
Christmas Earth focuses on the traditional foods that are associated with the festive season. With earthy colours and flavours, this Gift Basket is
so easily versatile for who it can be sent to. The flavours are traditional but not bland, and it can be enjoyed by everyone. With rich Christmas
pudding, mince pies and Christmas cake, this gift basket focuses on savoury and natural flavours through Christmas fayre products. Not
exclusively, but marketed towards an older generation, with an appreciation for the traditional comfort foods rather than the contemporary fad
products whose focal points are sugar and overwhelming flavours. Oat cookies and preservatives provide comfort during the cold winter
months. The Christmas Earth Gift Basket contains a bottle of sparkling apple juice, this makes the Christmas Earth suitable for those who don’t
drink alcohol, this is a better alternative, it isn't cheap non-alcoholic versions of wine and beer. The Long Meadow Sparkling Apple Juice is a
Great taste Award winner, which is so much better. Although traditional flavours are not bland, they are rich gourmet flavours which can be
appreciated by a wide audience. There is also an exquisite slab of dark chocolate, which creates an element of eloquence to this Christmas
basket, and for a splash of colour some ‘worm’ sweets, which are an office favourite. If you are looking for a Christmas gift and are stumped for
what to get, you have landed in the right place. The Christmas Earth Gift Basket is perfect, for whoever the person is, they will enjoy this
gourmet food hamper. 

Additional Information
 
Contents

Christmas Foods
Spiced Apple Cake 400g
Non-Alc Luxury MincePies Ditty's x 4
Holmes Traditional Small Handmade Christmas Pudding 180g

Gourmet Foods
Handcrafted Enrobed Shortbread Holmes Bakery 200g
StickyToffee Chocolate Bites Lily O'Brien's 110g
60% DarkChoc Sour Cherries Forest Feast 120g
Swiss Chocolate Biscuit with Hazelnut Rhythm 108, 135g
GuiltFree Chocolate Apple Sticks Lismore Food Company 25g
Gluten Free Buttercups Milk Chocolate, Love Raw 34g

Wines
Bin 555 Shiraz 750ml
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Bin 222 Chardonnay

Presented in a Small Fabric Lined White Wicker Gift Basket
Decorated in Luxury Satin Ribbon
Greetings Card for your Personalised Message
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